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Abstract. Monte Carlo simulations are an indispensable tool in experimental high-energy physics. Indeed,

many discoveries rely on realistic modeling of background processes. In the field of transverse-momentum-

dependent parton distribution and fragmentation functions there is a clear lack of a reliable Monte Carlo physics

generator that can be used in experimental and phenomenological analyses. The need for such Monte Carlo

generators, the status of some solutions and prospects are discussed.

1 Introduction

One key ingredient to modern experimental analyses, but

also phenomenology, is the employment of Monte Carlo

physics and detector simulations. Many physics genera-

tors have emerged over the past decades, some rather spe-

cific, others as broad as possible. Little has been available,

however, in the field of transverse-momentum-dependent

(TMD) parton distribution functions (PDFs) and fragmen-

tation functions (FFs). One of the earlier efforts has fo-

cused on the unintegrated gluon distributions at (very) low

x [1], not (yet) relevant to most of the work discussed at

this workshop. Another example, GMC_TRANS [2], is

based on a Gaussian ansatz of the transverse-momentum

dependence of those (leading-twist) TMD PDFs and FFs

relevant in semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering off

transversely polarized nucleons. It was mainly used as

a tool for systematic studies by the HERMES collabora-

tion, but has evolved to one of the presently more versatile

TMD physics generator. A Monte Carlo generator specif-

ically for TMD FFs has been the focus of the work by

Matevosyan and collaborators [3], which led to promising

results in the transverse-momentum dependence of unpo-

larized fragmentation functions, but also for the Collins

function. Nevertheless, none of the presently available

Monte Carlo physics generators is able to take a role in

TMD PDF and FF experiments and phenomenology, as for

instance the widely used PYTHIA [4] code does in high-

energy physics. The latter generator, however, does not

include any spin-momentum correlations and thus can not

take the role of a TMD PDF and FF generator to be used

for the various TMD processes and initial- and final-state

polarization possibilities.

In this contribution the merits of Monte Carlo simula-

tions are discussed, with special focus of the necessity to

test measurement methods in TMD experiments, but also
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the possibility of using Monte Carlo generators for phe-

nomenology.

1.1 General usage and types of Monte Carlo
generators

The present sophistication and complexity of the field

requires thorough planning when designing new experi-

ments in order to achieve the highest possible precision not

only on the side of statistics but much more on systemat-

ics. Indeed, many measurements involving multi-particle

final states are dominated already now by systematics and

not statistical precision. It thus becomes obligatory to

present predictions on the experiment’s envisaged perfor-

mance when it comes to the various measurements pro-

posed. For this a realistic simulation of both the physics

and the detector response is required. While for the latter

a rather sophisticated work package is available in form

of GEANT [5], the simulation of the physics signatures

requires specific Monte Carlo generators for the various

processes. Those can be fed with model predictions and/or

fits of PDFs and FFs from previous experiments if the un-

derlying physics process is implemented. Especially in the

field of TMD PDFs and FFs the relevant quantities are of-

ten unknown and thus difficult to model reliably, making

such predictions susceptible to large uncertainties.

Another important field for Monte Carlo simulations is

the one of known, e.g., QED, corrections. In deep-inelastic

scattering (DIS) those include the typical radiative correc-

tions like emission of real photons from the lepton lines

or loop/vertex corrections. For this purpose external and

integrated programs exist, i.e., software packages that are

used to correct the measurement after correcting for all

other experimental effects, or that are integral part of the

overall correction procedure, respectively. While mostly

giving similar results one should note that radiative cor-

rections and typical experimental effects like acceptance

and efficiency corrections do not factorize in general [6].
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It is thus preferential to include radiative corrections in the

simulation from the very beginning, if available.

In general terms Monte Carlo simulations are a pow-

erful tool to develop the methodology to be applied in the

measurement. Indeed, radiative corrections might already

be one part, but acceptance and efficiency corrections as

well as detector smearing in high-precision measurements

require sophisticated analysis methods that need to be de-

veloped and tested. This can be done best with reli-

able pseudo-data that comes close to reproducing the ac-

tual physics distributions, which again requires employing

Monte Carlo physics generators. This equally applies then

also to the estimation of systematic uncertainties like ac-

ceptance effects. It is close to useless to report measure-

ments in the experimental acceptance if the effect of such

limited phase space does not get quantified. Again, such

evaluation requires reliable reproduction of the physics

process that has to be separated from instrumental effects

in the actual measurement.

Last but not least Monte Carlo generators can also be

used to extract physics from actual measurements. Param-

eters of PDF or FF parametrizations can be determined

from measurements that involve convoluted quantities by

variation of those parameters in the process of reproducing

real data in the corresponding Monte Carlo simulation, as

done in the tuning process of most Monte Carlo generators

(see, e.g., Ref. [7]).

For these tasks there exist basically three different

types of Monte Carlo generators. The simplest ones are

the toy generators, often just sampling the available phase

space. Still they can give a pretty good idea of how ap-

propriate a certain setup or methodology is for a specific

measurement. However, they are not able to take into

account the variety of correlations encountered in most

and in particular in TMD PDF and FF related measure-

ments. To avoid overly simplified situations and in re-

turn often unrealistic systematics for high-precision ex-

periments inclusive and full-even generators are required.

Only those can disentangle, if at all, the convoluted effects

of physics distributions and phase-space limitations im-

posed by virtually every experimental setup (cf. section 2).

While inclusive generators concentrate on the final-state

particles of interest, e.g., the scattered lepton in inclusive

DIS or in addition one coincident hadron in single-hadron

semi-inclusive DIS, full-event generators simulate the en-

tire event, e.g., also the spectator particles in the reaction.

While likely not of interest for the physics process under

investigation the latter potentially influence the measure-

ment through their correlation with the interesting parti-

cles. Among such effects could be trigger biases or par-

ticle (mis)identification due to limitations of the appara-

tus. The advantage of inclusive generators is the applica-

bility of simple parameterizations of the process, e.g, the

inclusive DIS cross section can be modeled entirely us-

ing its pQCD description together with appropriate PDFs,

and that in principle to any order of QCD and QED. For

event generators such a pQCD description does not ex-

ist. The typical approach is to then generate the corre-

sponding kinematics of the scattered lepton (in case of
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Figure 1. Effect of a momentum cut on the angular distribution

of hadrons in di-hadron semi-inclusive DIS. Here, θ represents

the polar angle of hadron 1 in the two-hadron center-of-mass sys-

tem with respect to their combined momentum (boost axis). The

distribution is plotted for several choices for the minimum value

accepted for Pπ, the hadron (pion) momentum in the laboratory

system. The physical distribution sin(θ) gets visually distorted

even for the least severe momentum minimum of 1 GeV [11].

lepton-nucleon reactions) from the pQCD description of

DIS while leaving the formation of the final hadronic state

to some empirical model like JETSET [8]. Naturally the

latter require paramount work in tuning the multitude of

parameters that control the generation of such involved fi-

nal states, all subject to verification at each experiment.

2 Detector effects in measurements

In the field of TMD PDFs and FFs one has to state that

no particle-physics experiment has a perfect accep-
tance. Even so-called 4π detectors “enjoy“ openings for

the beam or employ momentum constraints, e.g., the pro-

cess of particle identification. All those correspond to

more or less severe constraints on the phase space sam-

pled and thus lead to potential acceptance effects in the

final-particle spectra. As an example, the angular distri-

bution in θ in di-hadron lepto-production (which, for the

case of transversely polarized targets, corresponds to a

nine-dimensional differential cross section), correspond-

ing to the polar angle in the two-hadron center of mass,

is presented in Fig. 1. While following a sin θ distribu-

tion for the undisturbed case it exhibits a clearly peak-

ing structure when momentum constraints are placed on

the final-state hadrons. Other kinds of angular distor-

tions are observed even for the much easier case of single-

hadron lepto-production where the angular distribution of

the final-state hadron about the virtual photon direction

gets affected by either the outer edges or the beam hole(s)

of the detector (cf. figure 6 of Ref. [9] or the discussion in

Ref. [10]).

How the resulting acceptance effects are handled in

the actual measurement is one of the essential questions
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in experiments. Distorted angular acceptances can cor-

relate formally orthogonal modulations, e.g., the Fourier

decomposition of the single-hadron semi-inclusive DIS

cross section, where particular structure functions with

distinct Fourier signatures cannot be distinguished any

longer when the angular acceptance becomes too limited.

But also the integration over other kinematic variables that

are affected by the acceptance will result in a wrong statis-

tical weighting of the different phase-space regions, e.g.,

in the measurement of the asymmetry A integrated over

the kinematic phase space Ω restricted by the detection ef-

ficiency ε:

〈A〉ε ≡
∫
dΩ A(Ω) ε(Ω)σ0(Ω)∫

dΩ ε(Ω)σ0(Ω)
(1)

�

∫
dΩ A(Ω)σ0(Ω)∫

dΩσ0(Ω)
≡ 〈A〉“4π” , (2)

where 〈A〉ε corresponds to the observed average asymme-

try, 〈A〉“4π” is the average asymmetry expected for a perfect

4π acceptance, and σ0 being the unpolarized cross section.

This in return means that acceptance and efficiencies do
not cancel in general in asymmetry measurements! It

should be noted that any attempt to extract the correspond-

ing correction factors from Monte Carlo simulations of the

detector will almost certainly fail to a certain degree if the

Monte Carlo generator employed does not fully describe

the underlying unpolarized cross section or if the correc-

tion is not done at least fully differential. For asymmetry

measurements one is somewhat safe as long as the asym-

metries do not exhibit a significant non-linear behavior (or

the same for the acceptance function) as then the measured

average asymmetry corresponds to the actual asymmetry

at the average measured kinematics:

〈A(Ω)〉ε ≡
∫

dΩ A(Ω)ε(Ω) (3)

=

∫
dΩ [A0 + A1Ω] ε(Ω) (4)

= A0 + A1

∫
dΩΩε(Ω) (5)

= A0 + A1〈Ω〉ε ≡ A(〈Ω〉ε) , (6)

with A0 (A1) being the constant (linear) part in Ω of the

physical asymmetry. This observation is also the reason

behind the recommendation of going as differential as pos-

sible in the analysis as for small enough integration regions

almost every asymmetry can be approximated by a linear

behavior. However, this is in general conflict with the lim-

ited available statistics and bin migration due to smearing

that ultimately prevail over acceptance effects when going

fully differential.

The way out of this dilemma is the usage of reliable

Monte Carlo simulations that can be used on one side to

evaluate the level of migration in order to subsequently

undo the effect by a procedure known as unfolding (cf.

discussion in Ref. [12]). On the other side the size of dis-

agreement between Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) can in principle

be quantified if in the Monte Carlo simulation the shape of

the asymmetry and unpolarized cross section can be repro-

duced to a sufficient level, either by successive tuning or

by employing a data-driven model for the unknown asym-

metry, both to be discussed in the following.

3 Monte Carlo generators in TMD analyses

It is unfortunately true that in the field of TMD PDFs

and FFs there is a clear lack of sophisticated Monte Carlo

generators. Two example how this situation is dealt with

are discussed here. One approach is establishing a new

Monte Carlo generator that incorporates the framework of

TMD PDFs and FFs. Another possibility, more widely

used, is a reweighing (reshuffling) approach in using the

PYTHIA event generator to implement in the initially

spin-independent Monte Carlo simulation spin effects.

3.1 The TMD generator GMC_TRANS

The HERMES Collaboration developed a Monte Carlo

generator that starts from the parton-model expression of

the one-hadron semi-inclusive DIS cross section, using

several models/parametrization for the various TMD PDFs

and FFs. Initially conceived for semi-inclusive pion pro-

duction on a transversely polarized target with only the

Sivers and Collins effect included, several other TMD

PDFs have been added as well as charged-kaon produc-

tion, both for proton and neutron targets (or combinations

thereof). In order to be fast an analytic expression for the

semi-inclusive DIS cross section was implemented based

on the widely used Gaussian ansatz of the transverse-

momentum dependences. Direct comparison of the input

(model) asymmetry and the measured one allowed a fast

computation of the effects of limited phase space due to

the detector acceptance. This was facilitated by providing

a direct interface to the standard HERMES Monte Carlo

package.

More or less obvious short-comings of this approach

were the limitation to semi-inclusive one-hadron produc-

tion, e.g., the absence of event information and thus corre-

lated spectator particles, the entire lack of radiative correc-

tions, the incomplete implementation of the full leading-

twist contributions to the cross section, and a missing con-

cept of implementing reliably sub-leading twist contribu-

tions (positivity violations being the “biggest nuisance”).

Despite those limitations GMC_TRANS has proven

to be very useful in estimates of systematics and in the

study of TMD PDFs and FFs. In Fig. 2 an extraction of

the Gaussian width of both the unpolarized TMD PDF

and FF is illustrated. In the Gaussian approach the re-

sulting transverse-momentum distribution of the produced

hadrons (here pions) can be attributed in a factorized way

to both the intrinsic transverse momentum of quarks in the

nucleon, 〈p2
T 〉, and the fragmentation transverse momen-

tum, 〈K2
T (z)〉, via

〈
P2

h⊥(z)
〉
= z2
〈
p2

T

〉
+
〈
K2

T (z)
〉
. (7)

By fitting the z2 dependence of the average hadron trans-

verse momentum, where z denotes the target-rest-frame
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Figure 2. Tentative extraction of intrinsic and fragmentation

transverse momentum from the transverse momentum distribu-

tion of pions at the HERMES experiment using the Monte Carlo

generator GMC_TRANS. Plotted are, as a function of z2 the av-

erage transverse momenta of pions in HERMES acceptance for

HERMES data (points) and the corresponding GMC_TRANS

simulation (red line) using as input parameters the black full and

dotted lines for the intrinsic transverse momentum 〈p2
T 〉, and the

fragmentation transverse momentum 〈K2
T (z)〉, respectively. The

blue line is the transverse-momentum width expected for a per-

fect detector.

energy fraction of the virtual photon carried by the de-

tected hadron, both 〈p2
T 〉 and 〈K2

T (z)〉 were extracted. The

resulting Hashi parametrization clearly favored a z depen-

dence of the fragmentation transverse momentum (a linear

behavior of 〈P2
h⊥〉 with z2 should have been observed oth-

erwise):

〈
p2

T

〉
“Hashi set”
= 0.144362 GeV2 (8)〈

K2
T (z)
〉

“Hashi set”
= 0.422458 z0.536321 (1 − z)0.365594 GeV2.

(9)

The left panel of Fig. 3 shows a comparison of Sivers

azimuthal asymmetries from a GMC_TRANS simulation

and the ones extracted from HERMES data (both in HER-

MES acceptance) for charged pions and kaons. The “DSS”

fragmentation function set [13] is used together with a

slightly rescaled early parametrization of the Sivers func-

tion [14]. A rather satisfactory description of the charged

pions and positive kaons could be achieved, enough to be

used to validate the methodology used at HERMES for

extracting both the Collins and Sivers asymmetries at the

then available statistical precision [15]. This is demon-

strated on the right side where the simulated asymmetries

are shown in “4π” acceptance and folded with the HER-

MES acceptance, with only small differences between the

two.

3.2 “Polarizing” PYTHIA

A different approach makes use of an already very good

description of the spin-independent semi-inclusive DIS

cross section provided by PYTHIA. As PYHTIA events

come with event weights equal to unity they are easy to

reweigh or to reshuffle. This can be exploited to introduce

spin dependence in the other otherwise spin-independent

event generator. By throwing a random number ρ (be-

tween zero and one) a polarization state P can be assigned

to each event i according to a model of the spin asymmetry

of interest, e.g.,

ρ <
1

2

[
1 + Asin(φ−φS )

UT (Ωi) sin(φi − φi
S )
]

⇒ P = +1

(10)

ρ >
1

2

[
1 + Asin(φ−φS )

UT (Ωi) sin(φi − φi
S )
]

⇒ P = −1

(11)

in case of the Sivers azimuthal asymmetry, where

(Ωi, φi, φi
S ) are the fully differential true event kinematics

for that particular event and Asin(φ−φS )

UT is a parametrization

of choice for the Sivers asymmetry. Equations (10) and

(11) can be generalized to include further modulations in-

cluding double-spin asymmetries.

The power of this approach is that virtually any

parametrization of the spin dependence can be imple-

mented (as long as fulfilling positivity constraints) without

limiting oneself to, e.g., the Gaussian ansatz. One can also

study hadrons for which FFs are not yet available. In addi-

tion, the full event will remain available, allowing a more

thorough study of systematics due to detector responses.

Last but not least, radiative corrections can be used , e.g.,

the RADGEN package [16] together with PYTHIA. This

allows more precise determinations of smearing effects by

not only including external radiation but also QED correc-

tions to the process of interest.

Not being limited to existing parametrizations and

models opens the door to a data-driven approach in po-

larizing PYTHIA. An approximate model of reality can be

obtained by fitting a Taylor series in all kinematic vari-

ables to the various spin asymmetries measured. A maxi-

mum likelihood fit can be used to extract the coefficients of

the fully differential (truncated) Taylor series for every sin-

gle azimuthal amplitude appearing in the cross section. At

HERMES several such expansions have been examined,

e.g., the 22-parameter fit (for both the Collins and Sivers

amplitudes) presented in Fig. 4.

Such a parametrization can then be used to assign spin

states to a PYTHIA Monte Carlo simulation according to

Eqs. (10) and (11) (with the proper inclusion of also the

Collins effect). The resulting amplitudes are compared to

the actual HERMES data in Fig. 5 for both the Collins and

Sivers modulations, and a rather good description could be

achieved. Limitation stemming from the truncation of the

Taylor series can be spotted, e.g., for the x dependence of

the Sivers K+ asymmetry amplitudes. While not a princi-

ple problem including additional terms can become a prac-

tical problem, especially when attempting to parameterize
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Figure 3. Comparison of a GMC_TRANS simulation of the Sivers effect for charged pions and kaons with the actual measurement,

both in HERMES acceptance (left), and of the GMC_TRANS simulation in “4π” and in HERMES acceptance (right).
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Figure 4. The 22-parameter Taylor expansion used for the description of HERMES data on the Collins and Sivers effects in Fig. 5 [18].

all spin-dependent terms in the semi-inclusive DIS cross

section. Already for the case of including the Sivers and

Collins modulations only the expansion in Fig. 4 leads to

44 parameters to be fitted, which is close to the usual limit

of, e.g., standard MINUIT [17], on how many parameters

can be determined simultaneously. Theory guidance might

be used to concentrate on the seemingly relevant terms in

the expansion.

The approach of assigning polarization states in

PYTHIA becomes even more powerful for situations

where no rigorous pQCD framework with analytic expres-

sions is available. As long as PYTHIA (or any other suit-

able Monte Carlo event generator) is able to empirically

describe the spin-independent cross section in a satisfac-

tory way it can then be used to also simulate spin depen-

dence. One example is the transverse single-spin asymme-

try in inclusive hadron lepto-production, ep↑ → hX. This
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Figure 5. Comparison of the “polarized PYTHIA” simulation (histogram) with HERMES data (data points) in the HERMES acceptance

for both Collins (left) and Sivers amplitudes (right) [18].

process to date can not be factorized in terms of PDFs and

FFs, thus an empirical model must be employed. On the

positive side, this process depends on two kinematic vari-

ables only, e.g., Feynman-x and the transverse momentum

pT of the outgoing hadron with respect to the lepton direc-

tion, besides the azimuthal angle ψ of the hadron produc-

tion plane about the lepton-beam axis. Such measurement

was done, e.g., by the HERMES [19] and Jefferson Lab

Hall A [20] Collaborations, and the resulting parametriza-

tions of the HERMES data for charged pions and kaons

are presented in Fig. 6.

Figure 7 illustrates the subsequent extraction of sys-

tematics due to detector effects. The “polarized PYTHIA”

events can be tracked through a realistic simulation of the

respective detector and analyzed in the same way as nor-

mal experimental data. The reconstructed asymmetry am-

plitudes, plotted as points in Fig. 7, can then be compared

to the amplitudes expected for a “perfect” detector, i.e., the

asymmetry model/parametrization evaluated at the mean

reconstructed kinematics in each experimental bin (shown

as a line).1 The difference of the two stem from detector

effects like smearing but more importantly on the right side

of Fig. 7 from the integration over one of the two kinematic

variables. As the asymmetries exhibit a strongly non-

linear pT dependence, the difference between Eq. (1) and

Eq. (2) can become sizable in view of limited acceptance

1The latter is the same as how the data are usually used in fits, e.g.,

they are interpreted as the true value of the observable for the average

kinematics given alongside.

in pT when integrating over pT . The two-dimensional, i.e.,

fully differential, presentation in Ref. [19] does not suffer

from such short-coming and is in general the preferred pre-

sentation. Also the pT dependence in the one-dimensional

analysis on the left of Fig. 7 can be reconstructed to an

excellent level due to the rather weak dependence of the

asymmetries on xF , e.g., due to the correspondences in

Eqs. (3)-(6) for up to linear behaviors.

These examples show how powerful the method of

assigning spin states to a spin-independent Monte Carlo

generator like PYTHIA can be. The main advantages lie

in the flexibility and possibility to apply it even to pro-

cesses where no guidance from theory is available on the

shape and magnitude of the effect of interest. Moreover,

the whole event topology and track correlations are avail-

able when using a full-event generator. However, the

method is not without drawbacks. Obviously, one needs

a parametrization for the asymmetry. It could be based

on model calculations, global analyses, but also to fit to

the actual data. When using such data-driven approach,

e.g., when no other measurement of that observable has

yet become available, the question arises where to stop the

Taylor expansion and whether or not one can reliably de-

termine the parameters of all terms in the expansion. The

maximum likelihood fit to real data already has folded in

effects from smearing, which poses serious limitations on

how precise the true physics can be reproduced by the Tay-

lor expansion. It also leaves the question of the goodness

of the actual fit. In praxis limitations already occur earlier,
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Figure 6. Comparison of a “polarized PYTHIA” simulation (line) with HERMES data (data points) in the HERMES acceptance for

inclusive hadron lepto-production from a transversely polarized proton target, as a function of pT in various slices of xF .

namely when hitting the limit on the number of parameters

to fit. These problems aside, there is one important ingre-

dient that is often difficult to handle. The spin-independent

cross section must be well reproduced in the Monte Carlo

simulation in order to get a reliable estimate of systematic

uncertainties. This is not a priori given for every physics

process of interest and must be checked first. And this is

the more crucial the further the observable is out of the

usual focus of, e.g., the PYTHIA developers.

4 Correcting for event migration

One of the challenges for high-statistics measurements, es-

pecially for detectors with almost full acceptance, which

suffer less from acceptance effects, is the effect of event

migration. The limited resolution of any detection de-

vice leads to a mis-reconstruction of the actual kinematics.

This can on one side wash out effects. On the other side,

when folded with steep kinematic dependences, e.g., the z
dependence of FFs or the Q2 dependence of the DIS cross

section, distributions can become heavily distorted as mi-

gration becomes prevailingly uni-directional. The correc-

tion of such effects relies on a precise simulation of the

detector response folded with a good description of the

physics process in the event generator, and is commonly

denoted as unfolding [22]. Schematically the migration

problem can be cast in the following form:

Yexp(Ωi) ∝
N∑

j=1

S i j

∫
j
dΩ dσ(Ω) + B(Ωi) . (12)

The reconstructed yield Yexp in a kinematical bin i is pro-

portional to the Born cross section in all experimental bins

j that get smeared into bin i (expressed by the smear-

ing matrix S i j) plus additional background B smeared

into bin i from outside the experimental kinematic accep-

tance. Inverting the relation gives, in principle, the wanted

Born cross section, once both the background contribu-

tion and the smearing matrix is known. The latter can

be obtained in an almost model-independent way from

a Monte Carlo simulation by basically dividing recon-

structed Monte Carlo yields by the corresponding Monte

Carlo Born distribution. In the limit of infinitesimally

small bins (and fully differential) and/or flat acceptance or

cross-section in each bin, the underlying model cross sec-

tion drops out in the evaluation of the smearing matrix, in

principle. In real life a residual dependence on the model

survives due to finite bin sizes, but more importantly due to

the experimentally inaccessible background contribution.

The latter must come entirely from the Monte Carlo sim-

ulation. It is thus of importance to have a reliable descrip-

tion of the underlying physics implemented in the Monte

Carlo generator. It should be stressed also here that the ap-

plicability of the unfolding procedure relies on being fully

differential. The more kinematic variables the smearing
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Figure 7. Comparison of the parametrization for inclusive hadron production based on HERMES data, evaluated at the mean re-

constructed kinematics in each bin (line), with the reconstructed asymmetries in HERMES acceptance using a PYTHIA simulation

“polarized” using the same parametrization evaluated at the true kinematics (points). Shown are the one-dimensional projections, as a

function of pT (left) and of xF (right) [21].

correction is integrated over the stronger the smearing cor-

rection becomes. Even in the case of vanishing smearing,

e.g., a reduction of Eq. (12) to a simple diagonal prob-

lem, i.e., S i j ≡ S i δi j, those diagonal elements can be de-

termined from Monte Carlo model-independently only in

case of a fully differential analysis, e.g., not when deter-

mining a φ correction factor for azimuthal modulations in

each φ bin independent from the other kinematics (or inte-

grated over at least some of them):

∫
dΩ ε(Ω, φi)σMC(Ω, φi)∫

dΩσMC(Ω, φi)

�

∫
dΩ ε(Ω, φi)σtrue(Ω, φi)∫

dΩσtrue(Ω, φi)
�
∫

dΩ ε(Ω, φi) .

5 Conclusion

While Monte Carlo generators have been an integral part

of nuclear and high-energy physics the status of dedi-

cated generators for TMD physics is poor. No general-

purpose generator that incorporates spin-dependence and

TMD PDFs and FFs (in a controllable way) is currently

available. For the limited precision presently available for

most TMD PDF and FF related measurements in lepton-

nucleon scattering this might still be acceptable, but in

view of the high-statistics measurements planned within

the JLab12 program (see corresponding talks at this work-

shop) or even at a future polarized electron-ion collider

this lack might be considered worrisome. Already for

the presently available statistics for TMD FF measure-

ments at the e+e− B factories, the existing generators

may determine the limits on how precise the measure-

ments can be performed. For the meantime introducing

spin-dependence into PYTHIA as discussed in Section 3.2

might be a viable option. However, in this respect the

dropping of lepton-nucleon scattering by the PYTHIA de-

velopers in the current version and missing plans of in-

cluding it in future versions will not make it easier to keep

up with the latest developments. It thus falls back to the

limited individual efforts of patching PYTHIA or alike to

include the physics of TMD PDFs and FFs so enthusiasti-

cally discussed at this workshop. For the moment such

efforts will mainly serve experimentalists in their effort

of controlling systematics, proper handling of such issues

like evolution etc. will require a much more dedicated ef-

fort. Reasons for hope are the dedicated INT workshop

hold on the topic of Monte Carlo generators this year [23],

but also the work package on Monte Carlo generators for

future DIS facilities submitted within the European Com-

mission HadronPhysicsHORIZON proposal [24], which

should raise the awareness of the necessity of dedicated

Monte Carlo efforts in the field of TMD PDFs and FFs.

In that respect, also the ongoing work on the TMD li-

brary [25] and individual efforts like the one reported in

Ref. [26] are the step in the right direction. Thus at the

end, the future of dedicated TMD Monte Carlo generators

might still come out as a bright one.
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